A. MINUTES: September 26

B. SITE VISITS: NONE

C. VISITORS:

1. 16 Grey Widgeon/na/Sullivan - Bill Sullivan, the owner of this property will attend the meeting to discuss the concept to enlarge the existing garage. (3 Grey Widgeon)

2. 201 Heritage Woods III/1000C/Jones - Rick Clanton, the architect for this project will attend the meeting to discuss the proposed fence. (16 Heritage Rd)

D. NEW APPLICATIONS:

3. 155 Greenwood Forest/2795C/Conklin - New deck, service and Carolina Rood. (12 Fern Ct)

4. 49 Beach Lagoon/344A/Klass - Pool. (11 Beach Lagoon Rd)

5. 30 N. Calibogue Cay/na/LeMasters - New dock, covered pier head, ramp, floating dock and boat lift. (69 N. Calibogue Cay)

E. PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED APPLICATIONS:

6. 739 Schooner Court/4229A/Stearns & Close - Add second floor with regime approval. (739 Schooner Ct)

F. LANDSCAPE PLANS:

7. 52 N. Calibogue Cay/5887/Collins - Revised landscape plan. (38 N. Calibogue Cay)

G. EXTERIOR COLORS ON SITE:

8. 11 Green Heron/5899/Homa - Exterior colors on site for this new SFR. (12 Green Heron)